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Date: Thursday, May 4, 2017
Time: 5 PM - 8 PM
Place: DTU Skylab, Skybox 1+2
Diplomvej 373A, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby

What is 'Smart City Hub'?

‘Smart City Hub’ is an informal platform for the development of Smart
City projects and solutions by using data.‘Smart City Hub' creates
cooperation, meetings and solutions across students,
businesses, researchers and Lyngby-Taarbæk Municipality, all working
with data and hardware on a technical and/or at business level.

How does it work?

'Smart City Hub' is held every second Thursday – alternating between
Smart City Hub with a pitch from an expert and Open Hub, where you
get the chance to catch up on previous hubs.
In each hub a relevant Smart City-theme such as ‘Smart Supply’, ‘Smart
Buildings’, ‘Smart Planning’ or ‘Smart Mobility’ will be discussed.
Everyone will contribute - some with data, some with ideas, skills or
resources, others with tools and insights into challenges.
Remember to bring your laptop.

What's in it for you?

In the 'Smart City Hub' you will encounter new Smart City-thinking and
use your competencies when working with other stakeholders.
Perhaps you need a collaborator for your bachelor/master project?
'Smart City Hub' is where you will find each other.

Programme for May 4, 2017:

17.00-17.15: Arrival
17.15-17.30: Getting started by facilitator Fred Heller, DTU
17.30-18.00: Recap of the previous hubs
18.00–18.15: Sandwich and drinks
18.15–18.45: Today's challenge: Smart Road Traffic Signals by

engineer Kanishka Khawarikash, Lyngby-Taarbæk Municipality

18.45-19.30: Group session – How can road traffic flow be optimized by the

use of Smart Road Traffic Signals?
19.30 -20.00: Recap of the discussions
Please sign up for the event on Facebook or by sending an email to
Project Coordinator Marie Juul Madsen, mjm@vidensby.dk.

